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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a paper by Kartsatos [2], the oscillatory behavior of bounded solutions 
of nth order differential equations of the form 
x(“) + P(t, A”, A”‘)...) x(“-1)) = Q(f, 3, XI,..., x+--l)) 
is studied. The method used there in proving the main result (Theorem 1) 
requires a strong enough integral condition (Condition (iii)). So, results of 
the same nature with Theorem 1 in [2] concerning the unforced case cannot 
be included in it. The importance of an appropriate improvement of this 
condition is also remarked by Kartsatos at the end of [2]. 
The purpose of the present paper is to improve Theorem 1 in [2] in order 
to become a natural generalization of other known results and in the same 
time to give some interesting applications of it. The proof given here remains 
the same in the cases of ordinary, functional or differential equations with 
perturbed arguments. We are going to deal with the last case in order to 
derive, as a corollary, a recent result due to MarGiak [4] concerning retarded 
differential equations. 
Let now consider the lplth order differential equation with perturbed 
arguments 
Lqt)+Fft; x(t), d(t),..., .(fi-l)(t); x[u&)], x’[ol(r)],..., x’“-“[un-l(t)]]=o (*) 
where Go, i = 0, l,..., IZ - 1 are continuous real-valued functions defined 
on the half-line [to , co) with 
;,r;; a&) == co (i = 0, I,..., Tl - 1) 
The continuity of the real-valued function F on [f,, , 00) x R2”fr as well as 
sufficient smoothness for the existence of solutions for all large t will be 
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assumed without mention. In what follows, we consider only such solutions 
which are nontrivial for all large t. The oscillatory character is considered 
in the usual sense, i.e., a continuous real-valued function which is defined 
for all large t is called osciZlatory if and only if it has no last zero, otherwise it 
is called mnaoscillatory. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
In the following, by Sk , R is a nonnegative integer, we denote the class of 
all n-times continuously differentiable functions u on an interval [tU , 03) 
with 1 zc 1 = O(tk) as t + CO. A solution of a differential equation, which 
belongs to the function class &<, is briefly called an Fk-solution. 
To prove the main result we need the following lemma. 
LEM~UA 1. Consider the linear d$jeeential equation 
z’ - (I.Llt)z + V(t)/tl = 0 (4 
where p is a positive integer and f is continuous on [T, CO), T > 0 and non- 
oscillato7Wv. 
If h+., If(t)1 = co and u is the solution of (L) with u(T) = 0, then 
k&d(t) = &cc 
Proof. The solution u is given by the formula 
u(t) = -t’l J:” $$ ds 
Since f is of constant sign for all large t, the integral 
s ffi f(t), r tp+l 
exists in the extended real line R *. The case where this improper integral 
is different from zero is obvious. So we suppose that 
s 
m f(t> & = 0, 
T tw+l 
when we have 
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andjbr every nonoscillatory ZL E Fk with lim in&,, (1 al(t) f 0, 
s m t”F{t; u( ), d(t),..., ucn-U(t); zc[o,(t)], u’[ol(t)],..., zr n-l)[cn-l(t)]j dt = &co. 
Then for all &-solutions x of (*), 
Proof. We assume the existence of an S&solution x of the diEerential 
equation (Y) with lim inf,,, (1 x(t)l/V) + 0. Without loss of generality, we 
suppose that the domain of x is an interval [T, co) with 2’ > 0. Moreover, 
this solution is supposed positive, since the substitution u = --x transforms 





t swys) ds, 
T 
then, integrating by parts, we obtain 
&j(t) = q-l,&) - TidyT) - ip,-l,i-l(t). 
Hence qi-l,i-l is a solution of the differential equation 
where f*>(t) = -Tidj-l)(T) - qij(t). Ob viously, this solution satisfies the 
initial condition qi-l,j-I(T) = 0. 
NOW, for i = m, j = EZ we have 
fmn(t) = -T%(n-1) T - ( ) q&t) = - T”x(~-~)(T) + i;; sn”F&, 
and consequently, by condition (C), fmn is nonoscillatory and such that 
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Thus, applying Lemma 1 for the differential equation (L,,), we obtain 
kz 4m-I,?+1(t) = +a* 
Furthermore, since 
fWL-l,&) = - Tnz-1X(n--8y T) - qm-+#), 
we have 
and consequently, applying again Lemma 1 for the differential equation 
(L2-l,n-l>, we obtain 
Following the same procedure, we obtain finally 
This, by virtue of 
x(--(t) = x(“--(T) + qo,n-m(t) 
gives 
The case lim,, ~f~*-~-l)(t) = - CO is impossible, because of the positivity 
of x. Thus, we have 
lim x(“-“-l)(t) = CO. 
t-b m 
Then, by considering a constant M with 
x(t) < nw for all large t 
and the (negative) function V, 
v(t) = x(t) - nw 
we obtain 
since k < n - m - 1. But this contradicts the negativity of 71. 
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Remark. If in the above theorem k = 0, then, as conclusion, we have 
that for all bounded solutions x of (*), lim inft-, j x(t)i I= 0. This is the case 
considered in [2] for F = P - Q. Moreover, in the same case, our result 
improves Theorem 1 in [2] in two directions, since m may take the value 
n - 1 and on the other hand, independently of it, the integral condition 
appeared in (C) is weaker than the corresponding one in [2]. The importance 
of this improvement becomes clear by Theorem 4 below. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we study further the differential equation (*) in the following 
two special forms 
x+)(t) + n(t)g(t; x(t), x’(t),..., .(-l)(t); x[oo(t)], x’[u,(t)],..., X(‘~-yun-.l(t)]) 
= h(t; x(tj, d(t),..., &-l)(t); +7,(t)], .qul(t)],..., ~(+l&-~(t)]), (44) 
and 
where u = u,, . 
.yt) + f(t, x(t), s[o(t)]) == 0 (***) 
THEOREM 2. Let b be a real-valued function on an interval [t, , cc) and 
m, k integers with 0 < m < TZ - 1 arzd 0 < k < n - m - 1 satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(C,) FOP every u E 9& with lim inf,,, j u(t)\ + 0, there exist constantsL, Al 
(depending on u) such that LM > 0 and for all large t, 
L < g(c u(t), u’(t),..., u(“-l’(t); z+,(t)], u’[q(t)],..., U(“-l)[on-l(t)]) < M 
(C’s) For every u E Sk with lim inft+, / u(t)/ + 0 and for all large t, 
/ h(t; u(t), u’(t),..., .-l)(t); u[&)], u’[q(t)],..., u’“-l’[un-l(t)])l d b(t) 
(C,) For every pl > 0 and pc:! > 0, 




~&a-(t) - a+(t) - pdeb(t)] dt = 00 
where a+(t) = max{a(t), O> and a-(t) T= max{-a(t), O}. 
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Then for all &-solutions x of the dzyererential equation (M), 
li~inf ] x(t)] = 0 
Proof. Since the differential equation (**) can be written in the form 
xcn) + (-a(t))(-g) = k 
without loss of generality, we suppose that in condition (Ca) we have 
s 
m 
tm[pla+(t) - a-(t) - p&(t)] dt = 00. 
For any zc E qc with lim inft+, 1 u(t)1 # 0, by virtue of (C,) and (Ca), 
we obtain the double inequality 
1: P[La*(s) - Ma-(s) - b(s)] ds < J: s”[a(s)g - k] ds 
< 
s 
: P[Ma+(s) - La-(s) + b(s)] ds 
Thus, for L, M positive, 
M s,” P [&a+(s) - a-(s) - &b(s)] ds < S,t sm[a(s) g - h] ds 
while for L, M negative, 
j t sm[a(s> g - h] ds d L!li sm [F a+(s) - a-(s) - & b(s)]ads 
T 
Now, it is obvious that for F = ag - h and 1 z 0, condition (C) follows 
from (Ca). Hence, applying Theorem 1, we obtain that for all fib-solutions x 
of (**), lim inf,,, j x(t)1 # 0. 
Remark. The above theorem is a natural generalization of a result due to 
Rartsatos [l, Theorem l] concerning second order ordinary differential 
equations. Moreover, from this theorem one can easily derive a recent result 
due to the authors [5, Theorem I] and in particular to Marus’iak [4, Theorem 
3.21. 
We shall, now, apply Theorem 1 for the differential equation (***) to give 
two oscillation theorems. To do this we need the following lemma, which 
is an adaptation of a well-known lemma due to Kiguradze [3]. 
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LEMMA 2. If u is a?z n-times dzjjfererztiable fmctio?z 032 an zkerval [t,, , CO) 
with u(i), i = 0, l)...) n - 1, absolutely continuous oz Et, , a) alid if 
u(t) f 0 and u(t) aP)(t) < 0 for every t E [t,, ) 02) 
then there exists an integer r with 0 ,< r < n, n + T odd and such that 
u(t) a&)(t) > 0 for eaeTy t E [tu , co) (i = 0, l,..., Pj 
and 
(-l)n+i-l u(t) a@(t) > 0 for evmy t E [t 11 9 03) (i = T + 1, B +- 2,..., n) 
THEOREM 3. Comider the diffeerentztial equatioz (w*): where n > I and the 
function f satisfies the ,follozGzg: 
(i) f (t, N, y) is nondecreasing in both x and y 
(ii) xy > 0 implies xf (f, x, y) > 0 for all large t 
(iii) For evuy zonzero constant c and any integer i, 0 < i < r, - 2 
s 
m 
t”-‘-y(t, cti, c[u(t)]i} ds = &‘x 
Thez for n even all solutions of (*w+) are oscillatory, while for n odd all 
solutions of (CWS) are either oscillatory OY tending monotonically to zero as t -+ 00 
together with their Jirst n - 1 derivatives. 
Proof. We assume the existence of a solution x of (~a> with 
liEin’ 1 x(t)\ f 0. 
AS in the proof of Theorem 1, we suppose that x and ,X o (r are positive on an 
interval [T, a). Obviously, M E min{inf,>, x(t), inft2= x[~(t)]) > 0 and 
consequently, by (i) and (ii), for all t > T we have 
x(n)(t) = -f(t, x(t), x[u(~)]) < -f(t, M, Mj < 0 
Hence, x(n)(t) is not identically zero for all large t, since, by (iii), the same 
holds for f(t, M, M). 
It follows, now, that if in Lemma 2, P > 1, then we can choose T so that 
x(‘+(T) > 0. Thus, by Taylor’s formula, we have 
x(T) + --- + [x-j(T)/@ - l)!](t - T)T-l 
< x(t) < x(T) + .-- + [x(yT)/r!](t -- T)T 
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From this, by defining 
k= ; I 
if r>l 
3 if Y=O’ 
we conclude that there exist positive constants Kl , K, such that for <alI arge t, 
K$“-l < x(t) < K,ta (1) 
that is x E gk and satisfies 
liminf? f0 
t-am 
where 2 s k - 1. By Lemma 2, 1 < k < n - 1 and consequently 0 < 
Z,(n-2. 
For any nonoscillatory u E Sk with lim inf,,, [I ~(t)i/tl] # 0, there exists 
a positive constant K such that for all large t, 
] u(t)1 > KtE (2) 
which, by (i) and (ii), for all large t gives 
t--lf(t, u(t), z+(t)]> > P-*--lf(t, Ktz, K[cr(t)lz> 
or 
t”-“-lf{t, u(t), z&(t)]) < t”-‘-“f{t, -Ktz, -K[a(t)]lj 
when u is eventually positive or negative respectively. Thus, for F z f and 
m = n - 2 - I = n - k - 1 condition (C) follows from (iii). 
Now, applying Theorem 1, we obtain that for all Fk-solutions y of (*w), 
liminfy = 0 
t-tm 
which is a contradiction, since .x: is a such solution. 
Thus, we have proved that for all solutions of (MC), 
lim+inf [ x(t)! - 0 
To complete the proof of the theorem we observe that 
(a) If n is even and x a nonoscillatory solution of (JM), then, by Lemma 
2, XX’ is eventually nonnegative, which leads to the contradiction lim,,, x(t) 
exists in R* - (0). Thus for n even, all solutions of (a**) are oscillatory. 
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(b) If x is a nonoscillatory solution of (*w) with fim infi, j x(t)1 = 0, 
then, by Lemma 2, x tends monotonically to zero as t -3 co. So do its first 
n - 1 derivatives, since, by the mean-value theorem, it is easy to verify 
that if lim,,, &j(t) exists in R, then lim,,, ~u+r)(t) = 0 (; = 0, l,..., 12 - 2). 
Remark. The above theorem has recently proved by Marugiak [4, Theorem 
3.11, under the slightly stronger condition: 
xy > 0 implies xf (t, x, y) > 0 for all large t 
in place of (ii). 
THEOREM 4. Consider the diSferentia1 equation (M*), where n > 2 and the 
function f satisfies the follozuing: 
(i)’ f (t, x, y) is nonincrea&zg in both s and y 
(ii)’ xy > 0 implies xf (t, x, y) < 0 for all large t 
(iii)’ For every nonzero constant c and any integer i, 0 < i 9 n - 3 
s m f (t, ctn-1, c[u(t)]“-l> dt = “f 00 
s m t”-“-“lf{t, cti, c[a(t)li) dt = + a. 
Then every solution x of (*H) satisfies exactly one of the follozuing: 
(I) x is oscillatory 
(11) x and its$rst n - 1 derivatizzes tend monotonically to xero as t -+ 03. 
(III) It holds 
OT 
Ed .(j)(t) = co for all j = 0, I,..., n - I 
kc x(j)(t) = -co for all j = 0, I,..., n - 1 
Moreover, for n odd all ~x-,-solutions of (*M) are oscillatory, while for 
n even all Fn-,-solutions of (***) are either oscillatory OP tending monotonically 
to xero as t + 00 together zuith their first n - 1 derivatives. 
Proof. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of (***). As in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we suppose that X, x D (T are positive on an interval [T, oo) and 
moreover that @j(t) is nonnegative and not identically zero for all large t. 
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Since &&-r)(t) increases in t and cannot be identically zero for all large t, only 
the following two possibilities occur: 
Case 1. &+l)(t) > 0 for all large t. 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that x(“-~) is positive on [T, co), 
when, by Taylor’s formula, we obtain 
x(T) + ... + [“r’““‘(T)/(~z - I)!]@ - T)“-1 
< x(t) < x(T) + ... + [x ‘“-l’(t)@. - l)!](t - T)P’-1 (3) 
Thus, if x ~&-r , there exist positive constants ICI , K, with 
Kltn-l < x(t) < Kpl for all large t 
and consequently lim infthm (s(t)/t’) f 0, where 1 z n - 1. 
For any u EZ$~ with lim inf,,, [I u(t)l/t7] f 0, there exists a positive 
constant K satisfying (2) for all large t. From (2), following the same 
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3 and taking into account (i)‘, (ii)’ and 
(iii)‘, we derive condition (C) for F = f and wz = 0. 
Next, applying Theorem 1, we obtain the contradiction 
Jim inf m(t> = 0 
t-02 t” 
Hence, x $gn-r , when by (3), we must have lim,,, @-l)(t) = co. 
From this, easily follows that x satisfies (III). 
Case 2. @-l)(t) < 0 for all large t. 
If lim inft+, x(t) # 0, then following the arguments of the proof of 
Theorem 3 with lr - 1 in place of n, we derive the existence of an integer k, 
1 < Fz < n - 2 and positive constants Kl , K2 satisfying (1) for all large t. 
Thus x E & and lim inft+, [~(t)/t~] f 0, where I z k - 1. Moreover, for 
any nonoscillatory u ~9~ with lim inft_, [I u(t)l/tz] + 0 there exists a 
positive constant K satisfying (2) for all large t. 
Now, for F = f and m = 11 - 2 - I = n - k - 1 condition (C) follows 
as an immediate consequence of (i)‘, ( ii ) ’ and (iii)‘. Hence, applying Theorem 
1, we obtain again the contradiction 
Thus, we have proved that lim,,, x(t) = 0, which, by mean-value theorem, 
gives that x satisfies (II). 
Finally, the proof of the theorem can be completed by using Lemma 2. 
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